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Control Processes and Red Tape
in Philippine Bureaucracy: Notes
on Administrative Inefficiency

DANILO R. REYES*

While bureaucracY' was conceived as the most rational form of organization char
4cterized by precision, speed, and unambiguity, the realities of public organizations
today present an inefficient organizational structure that relies heavily on entabli&hecl
rules and regulations. Formalized procedures in government, particularly in the imple
mentation of control measures designed to prevent bureaucratic misbehavior, have
brought with them other attendant problems, commonly referred to as "red tape."
As such, red tape is associated with some control measures of bureaucracy especially
when bureaucrats pursue ritualistic adherence of the rules regardleseio]end goa/fJ and
terminal values by which these rules have been created. In this sence, it becomOIl im
portant to define the causes and effects of control measures, especially when they
begin to serve as obstacles in the efficient performance of government functionu. Rcd
tape must also be defined and clearly identified if bureaucracy is to surmount its
challenge.
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Introduction: Bureaucracy and
Counterbureaucracy

Bureaucracy today faces many
unanswered questions. Since Max
Weberdeveloped his theory of bureau
cracy.! much insight and studies in-
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The author is deeply indebted to the
following in the writing of this paper: Dean
Raul P. de Guzman, Dr. Ledivina V. Carino,
Profs. Mila A. Refonna, and Ma. Concep
cion P. Alfiler for their comments and
encouragement, Atty. Hennes Pelayo, for his
assistance; Cherie Gorospe, the staff of the
College, Asi, and other 'colleagues for their
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1See Max Weber, The Theory of Social
and Economic Organization, trans. A. M
Henderson and Talcott Parsons (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1947). There is con
siderable literatUre on Weberian bureau
cracy found in standard Public Administra
tion textbooks. Among the useful reference
are: Amitai Etzioni, Modern Organizations
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, 1964), pp. 50-57; and Michel Crozier,
The Bureaucratic Phenomenon (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1964).
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Quiring into realities of public organi
zations have unfolded a plethora of
agonizing propositions and ironics.2

While Weberian bureaucracy was orig
inally conceived as the "purest"
and most rational type of legal author
ity, its meaning and understanding
have been corrupted and fallen in ill
repute in the lexicon of present day
governmental administration. For
Weber, bureaucracies suggested large,
complicated administrative organiza
tions characterized by "precision,
speed, unambiguity, knowledge of
files, continuity, discretion, unity,
strict subordination, reduction of
friction and of material and personal

2These studies include the works,
among others, of Alvin W. Gouldner; Pat
terns of Industrial Bureauracry (Glencoe,
illinois: Free Press, 1954); Robert K. Merton
Social Theory and Social Structure, rev. ed.
(Glencoe. lllinois: Free Press, 1957); and
Philip Seznick. TVA and the Graesroote
(New York: Harper and Row, 1949).
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costs . . . ,,3 As such bureaucracy
represented an organization that oper
ated a hierarchical and formalized
structure, observing divisions of labor
and task specialization, long lines of
communications, militating against
interpersonal relationship, and relying
upon formal rules and regulations
resulting, among others, in imper
sonality among the participants.j

Sadly, the dynamic and functional
realities of public organization have
long obscured these visions. Govern
ment today maintains a bureaucracy
antithetical to Weberian perspectives.
In much the same way of the tragedy
suffered by early theories of absolute
separation of politics from adminis
tration, the politics/administration
dichotomy proposition of Woodrow
Wilson's 19th century Public Admin
istration, Weberian bureaucracy has
not endured the punishing strains
of reality.

In sharp contrast to Weber's pris
tine views, today's bureaucracy em
ploys a system that heavily relies
on established rules and regulations
that generally stifle "administrative
vitality and managerial creativity."5

As a 'result, in a manner of "dys
functions,,,6 the same formalized
rules and regulations designed to insti
tute efficiency and impersonality have

~ As cited in D. S. Pugh, D. H. Hickson
and C. R. Hinnlngs, (eds.), Writers in Organi
zation (Middlesex, England: Penguin Books,
Ltd., 1971). The book provides a handy
compendium of major works of various
writers and theorists on organization and
management.

4 Marshall Dimock and Gladys Dimock,
Public Administration (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1964), p. 76.

5 Ibid .• Dimock and Dimock provide an
excellent analysis of the pathologies of
bureaucracy.
6 See Merton, op. cit., p. 51.

not allowed much flexibility in gov
ernment functioning, bringing nagging
problems of bureaucratic inability to
deal with day-to-day pressures in
herent in public organizations. As in
the machine analogy used by Weber,
and reminiscent of the early func
tional prescriptions advocated by
Frederick W. Taylor and the other
fallen idols of the classical manage
ment tradition7 most bureaucracies
today operate mechanically not
with the speed and precision en
visioned by the classicists, but
helplessly trapped in the wilder
ness of rituals, rules, and regulations
that often refuse or at best avoid
confronting situations demanding
novel or imaginative action. When
faced with a situation deviating from
the perspective of established pro
cedures, the bureaucrat is stymied
into indecision, and often, downright
inaction, until such time that new
guidelines can be formulated to guide,
to rationalize - or to "officialize" his
conduct. The resultant effect is
excessive "red tape," the "micro
imperialism" of officials, where "suc
cession of goals and ritualized pro
cedures have become ends in them
selves and are adhered to," no matter
how inappropriate the situation 8

7 Classical management theory is of
course represented by such works as Frede
rick W. Taylor, Scientific Management (New
York: Harper, 1947); Henri Fayol, Industrial
and General Management, trans. Constance
Storrs (London: Sir Isaac Pitman and
Sons, 1930); and the various works and
papers of Frank and Lilian Gilbreth and
Henri Gan tt,

8Christopher Hood, ..Administrative Dis
eases: Some Types of Dysfunctionality in
Administration," Public Administration,
Vol. 52 (Winter, 1974), p. 440. See also
Hood, The Limits of Administration
(London: John Wiley and Sons, 1976).
The latter is a more elaborate and incisive
study of administrative failures.
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ADMINISTRATIVE INEFFICIENCY

This "over-organization" has thus
spawned a metadilemma that saw the
metastatic growth of policies and
supplemental procedures, of rules and
regulations, and of guidelines original
ly intended as control mechanisms
against bureaucratic excesses and
rapacity, but which in the long-run,
are translated into stumbling blocks
that gestate or breed administrative
inefficiency.

Traditionally, administrative in
efficiency has been associated with
pejorative labels as "graft and cor
ruption," and "red tape." Obviously,
these are but two horns of the
dilemma of administrative inefficiency.
The rhetoric of the policy and effi
ciency debates that prominently fig
ured in recent years, particularly
in the Philippines, however, has artic
ulated a host of concerns side by
side with graft and red tape. These
include an overwhelming list that
incorporates problems of ineptness of
government officials, incompetence,
habitual absenteeism and tardiness,
"moonlighting" or the acceptance
of other jobs that compete with func
tions of public office. Ironically,
these bureaucratic ills are still in need
of a definitional taxonomy; inter
meshing of these ills has been largely
inferred rather than concluded.

Aware of the magnitude of this
area of study, this paper confines
itself to the problem of control as
related to or associated with red
tape in the bureaucracy. On this
score, the paper does not attempt
to examine the various "diseases"
of bureaucracy. Much has been said
along that realm, particularly in the
landmark studies of "bureaupathol
ogy" or the "sick" negative per
formance of public officials 9 Instead,

9 Victor Thompson, Modern Organiza·
tion (New York: Alfred A. Knoff, Inc.,
1961). PP., 162-177.
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the purpose here is to isolate and in
quire into the pathologies of: control
systems along definitional terms,
with specific reference to red tape
as a resultant externality. Whilo this
treatment limits the discussion to a
certain problem, it affords adequate
inquiry into a particular problem
instead of lumping it together.

More Research on Red 'rape
Needed

Red tape has often been a staple
excuse offered by government func
tionaries in rationalizing adminstrative
inefficiency or inaction. 'Ihe same
bureaucrat who articulates glossy
pronouncements against red tape in
one instance can be equally guilty in
another. It is regrettable that the
understanding of red tape -> what
causes it, how it evolves, etc. ~

is inadequate. To be sure, empirical
and serious research along these lines,
especially in the Philippine bureau
cracy, has proven to be spotty.1 0 It is
time that serious attention and schol
arly concern be given to red tape as
a bureaucratic phenomenon rather
than alluding to it in a general con
text.

At the outset, it is admitted that
there are knotty issues which when
scrutinized incisively can be sub
jective. What, for instance causes red
tape? Or, more succinctly, why is
there red tape? When does a govern
ment procedure become red tape?
The initial problem may for all intents
and purposes, be a definitional, if not
a tautological one: What is red tape?
Apparently, red tape, like beautiful

lOOn September 1981, Executive Order
No. 736·A was issued by the President to
various govemment agencies to make a com
prehensive study of the problem of graft,
corruption, red tape, and inefficiency.
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things, may lie only in the eyes of the
beholder; it may be perceived only
by the person inconvenienced by the
procedure. There are, of course, ques
tions of goal conflict, of succession,
like when certain sectors of the public
cry for ample protection and control
on say, spending of government funds.
If and when well-intentioned bureau
crats do institute measures of control
to satisfy this demand, other sectors
may call this "bureaucratic," or
over-indulging into too much paper
work.

The Control Problem: Opening
New Vistas

As can be gleaned from the above,
the problem is very much associated
with control. It has been pointed out
that control system can be self
defeating11 in the sense that they
bring with them undesirable side
effects especially when applied to the
wrong context.

. . . thus control processes seldom
yield consistent results along the
whole of their range. The lion-tamer's
whip operates on a precarious thresh
old between two levels of arousal;
and many other processes are only
effective in a narrow range between
nil effect, diminishing returns and
"reversal points" where the opposit~
of the desired effect is produced 1

(underscoring supplied).

Based on this perspective, it is
cogent to infer that red tape problems
in Philippine bureaucracy are com
monly induced by distortions either
in the conceptualization or in the
enforcement of control systems. It is
submitted that control policies are

11 Hood, "Administrative Diseases ...,"
pp. 441 and 446.

12 Ibid.

often developed into stringent proce
dural safeguards, which, when inter
preted from the standpoint of enforc
ing agencies become ends in them
selves regardless of the terminal values
for which these safeguards have been
formulated. One symptom of this
metadilemma lies in the programmatic
view of bureaucracts who represent
their agencies. This implies that
bureaucrats are often enamoured with
their unit's individualized program I of
control without appreciation of the
overall objectives of controLA minor
clerk, for instance, may deny a client
published copies of the agency's
accomplishment reports or plans
simply because he had been instruct
ed not to release information with
out a written request ("put it in writ
ing" is a typical jargon circulating
among bureaucrats) and a correspond.
ing clearance from superiors. The
clerk has thus interpreted this to
become an absolute rule even with
established agency policy pronounce
ments of making its accomplishments
public. This may be attributed to a
simple blurring of vision or a con
fusion of images, but then again, the
same clerk may have been chastised
in the past for indiscriminately
issuing information. This may be a
problem for policy analysis which
needs to define "certain objectives
without causing unacceptable changes
in background variables."13 To be
sure, the "bureaucrat obeys because
it is - or seems right to follow orders,
and he thus has a duty to do so." In
no uncertain terms, a bureaucrat who
follows directives from hierarchical

13Richard Hartwig, "Rationality .and
the Problems of Administrative Theory,"
Public Administration, Vol. 66 (Summer
.1978), p, 172. ..
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superiors is acting in a legally re
sponsible manner.14

Generally, when control systems
are established in government, the
general idea that comes to mind is to
restrain or regulate certain processes,
activities, or behavior. This "restrictive
mold" has been closely associated
with the control function to the ex
tent that it has been habitually prem
ised on compliance, This has en
gendered, for the most part, the view
that control systems are nothing but
mechanisms against administrative
misbehavior.

While such management tools as
Planning-Programming-Budgeting Sys
tems (PPBS), Management by Objec
tives (MBO), and Zero-Based Budget
ing (ZBB)l as conceptualized during

14 I bid.. pp. 174-175.

15 For Planning-Programming-Budgeting
Systems; Management by Objectives; and
Zero Based Budgeting. PPBS developed
during the administration of President
Johnson in the United States, and was
designed to accommodate the multiple
functions of planning, programming and
budgeting. One useful introductory material
on PPBS is Allen Schick's article, "The
Road to PPBS: The Stages of Budget
Reform," in Fremont J. Lyden and Ernest
G. Miller (eds.), Planning, Prgramming,
Budgeting: A Systems Approach to Manage
ment (Chicago, Illinois: Markham Publish
ing, 1970), pp. 26-52. MBO had its begin"
nings in the works of Peter Drucker, for
instance, The Practice of Management (New
York: Harper, 1954); and Managing for
Results (New York: Harper and Row,
1964). This was picked up later on by other
authors like John Humble, Management by
Objectives in Action (London: McGraw
Hill, 1970). ZBB, on the other hand, had its
early conceptualization in the works of
writers like Peter Phyrr. There is not enough
space to lengthily examine these concepts.
They have been cited because they represent
current management "tools" or approaches
advocating "objective-oriented, total
systems" view towards management prob
lems.
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the last two decades, have opened
avenues towards a direction where
objectives and goals are given sub
stance instead of process or functions,
control systems have notoriously
been employed as mere household
help against bureaucratic misfeasance.
There appears nothing wrong with
this except that control has been
completely relegated to a gate-keeping
role, focused, as it is, on curbing mis
demeanor rather on instilling effi
ciency.

But this cannot be helped, at
least for the time being. The lineage
of control functions found its early
conceptualization along these lines
particularly in works of such classi
cists as Henri Fayol. In 1916, Fayol,
developing his science of management,
defined "control" as activities con
sisting "of verifying whether every
thing occurs in conformity with the
plan adopted, the instructions issued,
and principles established." It has for
its object "to point out weaknesses
and errors in order to rectify and pre
vent recurrence.,,16 Contemporary
writers maintain that control "in
cludes any rational approach used by
men to overcome perversities of either
their natural or their technological
environment."!" "Management con
trol" is "a systematic effort to com
pare performance with predetermined
standards, plans or objectives in order
to determine whether performance
is in line with these standards and
presumably in order to take any reme
dial actions required to see that
human and other corporate responses
are being used in the most effective

16Fayol, op, cit., p. 11. 07

17 Fremont E. Kast and James Rosensz
weig, Organization and Management: A
Systems Approach (New York: McGraw
Hill, 1974), p. 466.
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and efficient way possible in achieving
corporate objectives."! 8

On the other hand it is asserted
that the control process involves three
steps: (1) establishing standards; (2)
measuring performance against these
standards and (3) correcting devia
tions from standards and plans. I 9 In
essence, control functions serve both
as a corrective and preventive meas
ure against deviation from set stand
ard and plans.

While these representative defini
tions offer a simplistic and tidy ap
praisal of the role of control, much of
its substance loses meaning, as in
Weber's bureaucracy, from complica
tions inherent in their application.

The initial problem of control
begins with their derivations especially
when conceived or formulated by spe
cialists who tend to concentrate on
the positive consequences of their
proposals. The framers may concen
trate on details involving procedures
and techniques and their own individ
ualized value premises without con
sidering the long-run impact of the
policy on innocent third parties.

When control frames think, plan,
and reflect in isolation without con
sidering the entire spectrum of gov
ernment work, administrative dys
functions are bound to occur directly
or otherwise. The result is a control

18Robert J. Mockler, "Developing the
Science of Management Control," in
Mockler (ed.), Readings in Management
Control (New York: Appleton-Century
Crofts 1970), p, 14. This book provides
a useful collection of papers and articles on
control and related topics.

19Harold Koontz and Cyril O'Donnel,
Management; A Systems and Contingency
Analysis of Management Functions (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1976), p. 641.

failure which produces consequences
contrary to those desired or envi
sioned by the framers. This may be
labeled as "latent dysfunctions"
where unintended effects of a behav
ior or act produce about consequen
ces that lessen the adartation or
adjustment of the system.i

From this derives the idea of
iatrogenic doctor-induced diseases,
or those situations where patients
die not because of the disease for
which they are being treated, but
rather as a result of side effects
resulting from improper disease man
agement.' I This idea can be applied
to refer to iatrogenic control systems,
or those formulated by specialists to
deal with certain administrative prob
lems, but which, in the long-run
weakens the capabilities of the
system. Iatrogenic control measures
generally breed three obvious con
sequences. The first is a counter-pro
ductive effect on the operations of
agencies where the policy is enforced.
This usually evolves when a control
policy competes with other concerns.
Thus. "clawback" device in budget
ing is very much evident in the Phil
ippines. Unspent balances of appro
priations of national government agen
cies are, as a policy, reverted to the
national fund. The negative effect is
that instead of saving money, individ-

20Merton,op. cit.

21Hood, The Limits of Administration,
p. 151. He mentions for instance the lack
of antiseptic techniques which causes hos
pitals to become breeding grounds for dis
eases, eventually leading to death of
patients admitted for other ailments. Thus,
a patient admitted for treatment of appen
dicitis may die not because of the disease
itself, but because of complication, say
infections, arising from improper clinical
management.
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ual agencies are encouraged to go on
a spending spree at the end of the year
rather than have their savings reverted,
especially when this would mean pos
sible reduction in their appropriations
for the succeeding year. Of course,
a vintage, and probably familiar
example involves unreasonable stan
dardization of salary scales of civil ser
vants. The pursuit of equity in pay
standards has largely resulted in the
government's inability to compete
with the private and foreign sectors
in hiring or retaining competent
manpower-definitely a concern no
toriously expressed in agencies where
technical manpower is needed.

A second impact of iatrogenic
control policies involves externalities
exerted on innocent third parties. In
recent years, horrifying incidents of
improper usage of funds in some agen
cies.or at worst, of reported wide
scale corruption of civil servants have
been exposed. Thus, when control
measures are employed to contain
this, the effects may not only bring
about severe consequences on the
recalcitrant organization, but on other
innocent third parties as well. Philip
pine bureaucracy is replete with cases
of irregularities in the spending habits
of certain agencies which result in
enactments or executive orders of
general application. Thus, when the
intention is to put a check on the
procurement patterns of equipment
among some agencies which may have
abused its buying patterns, the resul
tant policy may be one that introduces
a complete ban on purchase except
those that have prior review or ex
pressed clearance from higher author
ities. The result may be costly paper
work and documentation and con-

22l bid.
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sequently delay in the programs of
the agencies which in tho first place
were not at all the object of the ban.
Regrettably, this also entails addi..
tional paperwork on -:'hc entity
assigned to review purchases. On the
other hand, the reaction to an ab
sconding civil. servant may be to
employ safety valves, such us in recent
cases, the requirement of fiscal clear
ances from places of residence and
assignments on the part of person
nel applying for terminal leaves. 'I'his
safeguard may have a negative cUed
on an innocent majority which has to
absorb the rigors of the requirement
as a result of some cases. Lamentably,
those who are incapable of getting
themselves cleared may "buy" their
way through, and circumvent the
requirement.

In an article on business and
government relations, Jose Concep
cion, J~. cites a study conducted by
the Philippine Chamber. of Com
merce and Industry (PCCI) which
identified problem areas experienced
by the private sector wi":h govern
ment. Concepcion identified the prob
lem of control systems of govern
ment that negatively inpingo on inno
cent businessmen. Thus, citing the
PCCI study, he points out:

The overall impression from the re
sponse is that government offices
continue to saddle private firms
with a lot of paper work, complex
procedures, overlapping fl.':nctiollS and
numerous regulations. One respondent
aptly summarized the problem. He
contended that government bureau
cracy and red tape, government poli ..
cies and regulations are often st'ict1y
designed to foil unscrupulous opera
tors. However, these unscrupulous
businessmen merely bribe their wny to
circumvent stringent laws and regula
tions, while most law-abiding business
men comply with the law and suffer
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inefficier~ies and delays in the
,process.

All these suggest the state of con
trol policies in bureaucracy which
public administration must deal with
squarely. Control devices are carved
not because of a diligent and perspica
cious appraisal of their need, but as
spontaneous exaggerated reaction to
remedy a certain transient public
problem. They are iatrogenic in the
sense that they do not completely
solve problems but create additional
ones. It is amusing to note that incre
mentalist and piecemeal mode of
policy making has been endemic in
recent years.

Another dilemma of control lies
in the interpretation and under
standing of terms embodied in the
policy document" as articulated in
such instruments as executive orders,
circulars, memorandum orders, im
plementing guidelines, rules, and regu
lations. A good number of problems
involves semantics. Words " are
notoriously flexible."24 To this it is
pointed out that "the ability to write,
whether clearly or with deliberate
obscurity, has traditionally been
hailed as the greatest of bureaucratic
virtues." Philosophers of language have
agonized for a long time over prob
lems, such as vagueness, context and
metaphorical meaning.

Context, it seems, is everything,
Meanings are the outcome of a
complex, ongoing process of
social learning. Words can be
given exact definitions only in

23Jose Concepcion, Jr., "Business and
Government: Towards a Climate of Credi
bility," Bulletin Today (9 Apri11982). This
is part of a series of three articles.

24Hartwig, op, cit.

specific contex~ and at specified
points in time. .. S

While it can be agreed that prob
lems of this nature cannot be helped,
they do impinge on the behavior of
bureaucrats who tend to introduce
their own values in the understanding
and implementation of control pol
icies. A specific case for instance is
the rule on purchase of supplies,
materials, and equipment, with the
term "emergency purchase."? 6 Under
the circular, emergency purchase may
be resorted to by national government
agencies and government-owned or
controlled corporations under the
following conditions:

. . . whenever the supplies, materials
and equipment are exceptionally
urgent or absolutely indispensable
to prevent immediate danger to, or
loss of life and/or property.

Whenever the supplies are to be used
in connection with a project or activi
ty which cannot be delayed without
causinl2 detriment to the public
service. 7 (underscoring supplied)

What is "exceptionally urgent or
absolutely indispensable?" What is
detrimental to the public service?
As has been suggested, the matter can
be highly judgmental. The problem
becomes evident when the terms are
operationalized and assigned values
by those who implement, enforce or
audit the transaction. Will the emer
gency purchase of fire extinguishers
for example be properly categorized
as "exceptional" or "absolutely indis
pensable?" Under what conditions?

:l:>Hood, The Limits of Administration,
pp.59-66.

26See Commission on Audit Circular No.
78-84, 1 August 1978.'

27/bid.
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On whose premise? The requisition
ing entity? The approving authority?
The auditing body? The person who
may be extra apprehensive about fire
may give the transaction a stamp of
"emergency," while another may let
it wait and go through the natural
process of purchase. In the long-run
bureaucrats quibble and grapple with
bread-and-butter definitions that
cause delay in positive action.

A third problem that closely relates
to the impurities of language is the
issue of conformity and non-com
pliance under conditions where situa
tional variances are evident. When is it
right to deviate? When is it good to
be flexible? The exigencies of certain
situations may demand an approach
to a problem not embraced by written
procedures. It is argued that the basic
problem in control often lies in
achieving a workable balance between
creativity and conformity.

... expressed somewhat differently,
this is the problem of encouraging
initiative on the part of subordinates
by keeping operations flexible, and
minimizing the chances of erro! 8hy
keeping operations standardized.

Conformity may involve a psycho
logical discussion on the decision
making abilities of civil servants, who,
as creatures of bureaucracy, are sup
posed to be rationally guided by
rules and regulations. The decision
to deviate for the sake of flexibility,
and presumably for more efficient
operations is, however, an unpleas
ant one; it is critical. For one, it
establishes precedents that breed a
lot of non-programmed decisions.
One author notes that "habit, ener-

28William Travers Jerome III, Executive
Control- The Catalyst (New York: Wiley,
1961), p. 75.
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gized by standard operating pro
cedures and the rigidity of the organi
zational structure encourages con
ditions for programmed decillions. ,," I)

Citing Gresham's Law, it if> pointed
out that programmed activity tends
to drive out non-programmed ones,
simply because prolonged unstruc..
tured situations are generally pain
ful.3 0

The bureaucrat, thus faced with an
unpattemed situation not convenient
ly provided within the scope of writ
ten procedure, agonizes on a decision
to conform or deviate. Strict control
functions inherent in bureaucracies
however, encourage employees to
"go by the book," to avoid innova
tions and chances of errors which
put black marks on the records. 3

1

Under these conditions, the "safe"
option is to resolve the rigors of un
programmed activity by trying to
have them "legitimized." The natural
course of action - or inaction v- are
familiar: seek the opinion or clearance
of higher authorities (usually through
queries in case of "agency to agency"
issues, or request for clarification,
etc.); arrange for the issuance of
"legitimizing" procedures; and require
added documentation, justification, or
other supporting papers to give the
act a semblance of validity. The
effect is substantial delay in pro
cessing, and, "the accumulation of
records, to prove compliance, result
ing in "paperaserrie," as the French
call it. 3

2 This formalism and ritualism

29As cited in Chris Argyris, "Some
Limits of Rational Man Organizat,on
Theory," in Public Administration Review.
Vol. 33, No.3 (May-June 1973), p. 25'1.

30Ibid.

31 Thompson, op. cit.

32 Ibid.
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develop at a pace so as to eventually
lead "to punctilious adherence to
formalized procedure" which may be
exaggerated to a point where primary
concern with conformity to the rules
interferes with the achievement of the
purposes of the organization, in which
case, the familar phenomena of tech
nicism or red tape of the official
occurs.! 3 The product of this process
of displacement is the bureaucrat
who never forgets a single rule binding
his actions and hence is unable to
assist many of his clients.

The process may be briefly recapitula
ted: 1 ) an effective bureaucracy
demands reliability of response and
strict devotion to regulations; 2)
such devotion to the rules lead to
their transformation into absolutes;
3) this interferes with ready adap
tation under special conditions not
clearly envisaged by those who
drew up the ground rules; 4) thus,
the very elements which conduce
toward efficiency in general pro~.fe

inefficiency in specific instance ...

As suggested earlier, the bureau
crat may try to ease or resolve the
tension by legitimizing the act
through new procedures or impo
sitions of requirements that will
substantiate compliance. To sum up
a categorical effect: elaborate systems
of internal review have thus de
veloped in many public agencies,
which often cause unnecessary delay
in needed action. 3 5

33 Robert K, Merton, Bureaucratic Struc
tures and Personality," in Merton, Social
Theory. , " pp. 195-206.

34 Ibid.

35 Joseph L. Massie, Essentials of Manage
ment (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Pren
tice-Hall, 1979), p, 230.

In time, the emphasis leads to the
"transference of the sentiments from
the aims of the organization rules."

Adherence to the rules, originally
conceived as a means becomes trans
formed into an end in itself; There
occurs the familiar process of dis
placement of goals whereby an instru
mental nlue becomes a terminal
value. , . (underscoring supplied)

The phenomenon has been diag
nosed and labelled with various
terms, from the concept of "trained
incapacity" to notions of "occupa
tional psychosis" or "professional
deformation." "Trained incapacity"
in this sense refers to "that state of
affairs in which one's abilities func
tion as inadequacies or blind spots.! 7

While the above might appear an
oversimplification, the phenomenon
is so real as to constitute the needless
proliferation of papers for its own
sake. The need to fill and accomplish,
double check, counter check, and file
dozens of forms, requisitions, affida
vits, etc. for every trivial item be
comes apparent. In most cases, con
trol systems tend to be tedious,
because, among others, of the need
of bureaucrats to be assured that
compliance is enforced. It has thus
become customary to let papers
shuffle and pass through a maze of
units and office so much so that
before it reaches the approving or
releasing stage, a collection of initials,
counter initials, signatures ("recom
mend approval"; "reviewed by";
"checked by"; "noted by"; "ap
praised by" are but the common
boxes) are accumulated, some of
which are of questionable value and

36Merton,op. cit., p. 51.

37 Ibid.
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importance. Thus, in a study of cor
ruptive behavior of a government
bureau, it is pointed out that "appli
cation for a license or concession
takes as much as 26 steps, from the
time the reception clerk stamps the
application papers 'received' until the
same clerk releases it with the bureau
director's approval, with as many as
15 persons handling the papers in the
process.,,3 8 8

Edgardo J. Angara, President of the
University of the Philippines (UP),
points out in his speech before the
Philippine Executive Academy UP in
Baguio last 7 January 1982 another
reason why bureaucracy tends to be
saddled with too many requirements:

.. . bureaucracy is characterized by
a bewildering labyrinth of require
ments and regulations that often suc
ceed in trapping and insulating the
bureaucrat. The end result, from our
experience, is insensitivity, inflex
ibility, and mistrust. Underlying the
bureaucratic environment is a cynical
assumption that citizens are basically
dishonest. Such a basic lack of trust
translates itself into rigid rules and
forms of control. While rules are
necessary to protect public interest,
yet too many controls stifle the very
initiative that the private sector is
most faturally capable of exer
cising. 3 (Underscoring supplied).

Lack of trust indeed may be an
other obstacle that results in control
failures and ultimately leads to too
much paperwork. When interlinked

38 Ledivina V. Carino, "Boundary En
counters and Corruption Behavior," Phil
ippine Journal of Public Administration,
Vol. 21, No.2 (April 1957), p. 151.

39 Edgardo J. Angara, Speech before the
Philippine Executive Academy, Baguio, 7
January 1982.
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with insecurity of tho official on
compliance, the alternative meas
ures to resolve the tension could
mean staggering documentation.

Lamentably, when the bureau
cracy treats the public as if they
were crooks out to defraud the gov
erment, they ultimately begin to
behave like crooks. The transforma
tion may be a psychological one borne
out of mistrust.

The irony of ~his menagerie of
protective control devices, however,
lies in the fact that from an economic
point of view, the measures may be
come too costly: they eease to be
worthwhile. The example of elab
orate security measures which tend
to be more expensive than the imme
diate cash value of the p:Ufernge
they are designed to prevent may be
cited," G Thus, in the Philippines, this
can be typified by simple purchase
transactions of i-:;ems eosting, Bay
from P500.00 to even P2,OOO.OO. If
the purchase is made by way of open
canvass which is generally done to
ensure that government is ~iven the
opportunity to compare prices of
items offered by different SUPpliC!B,
then such requirements as to jut:;tifica··
tion on why the purchase is neces..
sary, brand preference, abstract of
canvass, quotation from various sup..
pliers, USUaL.y at least three, requi..
sition sheet, stock position, sheet,
purchase or letter order, certification
as to availability of funds, etc. may be
needed to support the procurement

40 Hood, The Limite of ./..dmfnistration,
p.150.
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of the items," 1 Before payment can
be made, other supporting papers may
be needed, such as inspection report,
acceptance report, original copy of
the dealer/supplier's invoice, delivery
receipt voucher, etc. If the volume of
similar purchases within this cost
range are multiplied tenfold, then
the amount spent in terms of man
hours and documentation (e.g.,
seeking out quotations, filling up
forms, justifying, etc.) may definite
ly be more than the few pesos saved
from acts of dishonesty or misde
meanor. It is in this light that the need
to estimate the total cost of regula
tory activity, with specific reference
to what is termed as "compliance
costs" or that which the citizen or
business entity, or another govern
ment agency for that matter, is
required to undergo or spend comply
with the regulations involved is
pointed out. A good argument for this
point may be offered.

The resulting cost may be found
staggering and grossly disproportion
ate when compared to the benefit
expected from the specific regula-

41Some of these requirements are enu
merated under COA Circular No. 78-84.
Others such as justifications as to neces
sity 0; brand preference, may be internal
control measures of individual agencies. It
is significant to note that in May ~871,

Administrative Order No. 450 abolished
the requirement of submission of Letter
of Confirmation (BIR Form No. 19.65
A-1) and the BIR Tax Clearance Certificate
(BIR Form No~ F·61) as.prer~qu.isites for
participation in any public bidding, as
embodied under Administrative Order
No. 66 and reiterated under 90A Circular
78-84 (IV-No.7). Other requirements may
be needed depending on the item purchase.
Thus procurement of fabric (uniforms,
blankets etc.) may need a sampling report
as to quality, especially if. specific~ti.ons.
or type of material are made m the original
requisition.

tion. By applying such a measuring
standard, we can find out whether
the money, time and resources ex
pended by a government agency and
its clientele are commensurate with
the s~~ benefit it is· supposed to
create.

Red Tape: Another Elephantine
Problem?

Much of the previous discussion
has diagnosed the pathologies of
control measures in bureaucracy' that
generally lead to accumulation of
paper work, "over organization," and
over conformity or technicism. The
identified issues, hazy as they may
appear, suggest dysfunctions in con
trol systems of bureaucracy emanat
ing from both a procedural and
behavioral stand point. By no means
is it professed that this paper captur~s

the entire anatomy of problematic
control processes inasmuch as t~e

landscape is wide and the bureaucratic
ethos far too overwhelming to cover
in one sweep. Other causes may be
inferred. One may owe to problems
of organizational hygiene-whichwould
tie with the premises established
under Parkinson's Law - the theory
of multiplication of work and subor
dinates.4 3 By and large, bureaucrats .
may impose a melange of require
ments to assign responsibilities and
jobs to a burgeoning bureaucratic
structure; and as a consequence, may
lead to unnecessary redundancy in
processing, which, for all intents and
purposes, developes into paperwork
accumulation. Thus, President Marcos,
speaking before the annual convention

42Concepcion,op. cit.

43See C. Northcote Parkinson, Parkin
son's Law and Other Studies in Administra
tion (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The River
side Press, 1957), pp. 2-13.
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45 William Morris, (od.) The Heritapi:
Illustrated Dictionary (New York: Heritage
Publishing, 1973).

46M. H. Guandolo and Bernard :Lipflit~
(eds.) Legal Dictionary, reprinted hy Na
tional Book Store with permission from
Ottenheimer Publishers, Inc., 1968.

A fifth one, which have been admit"
tedly glossed over, involves deliberate
attempts by bureaucrats to impose
requirements so as to have the oppor
tunity to commit graft and corrup
tion. Concededly, other causes may be
offered. It is submitted that the diag..
nosis offered here does not hope to

the eyes of the beholder, and its exact
understanding has been considerably
murky. Some definitions refer to it as
"the impedimenta! usc of official
forms and procedures, which derives
from the tapes used to bind! English
documents. 45 Others describe it as
"order or system carried to ex"
tremes."46 From all indications
however, red tape appoars to be a
term used to describe unreasonable
delay in government transaetions as
caused, by either one or a combine..
tion of the following:

weak policy making IIDd im..
proper implementation;
technicism or overaonformity
of officials who esr;cntia'Uy
pursue ritualistic adherence to
established procedural or legal
rules;
overorganization which in..
valves shuffling of papers in
too many units with each
pursuing individual regulations
or requirements, thereby bring..
ing about copious paper work
and documentation; and
misapplication of rules, policy,
or procedures.

(3)

(1)

(2)

(4)

44 A considerable amount of time was
spent discussing whether "red tape" is syno
nymous with "graft and corruption." Off
hand, graft and corruption may be an out
growth of red tape, without denying the
fact that graft can be committed even with
out having problems of dishonesty. Graft
and corruption should be considered as a
deliberate, intentional act of dishonesty.
Red tape and its variations may however
involve an intended delay or paperwork
resulting from overconformity, insecurity,
lack of discretion of bureaucrats, etc. Graft
and corruption have been substantially
discussed and continues to be analyzed in
other studies.

of Philippine Government Employees
Association on 8 December 1966,
pointed out hat "red tape occurs
when a minor duty or function is
divided up among so many people ..."
Still, this suggests a premise based on
a behavioral or an attitudinal frame
work.

Another point worth mentioning
is when requirements are deliberately
encouraged so as to saddle clients
with obligations that will force them
(the clients) to cut through the docu
mentation by paying "speed money."
In this case, the problem of graft and
corruption becomes apparent. It
should be noted that this discussion
is confined to problems ofpaperwork
and over-conformity, since it is felt
that it would be best to separate the
anatomy of red tape from graft and
corruption, the latter apparently
appearin§ as consequence of the
former," As such, bureaucrats, may
impose a number of requirements to
pave the way to commit graft and
corruption.

The pejorative label of "red tape"
has been denounced by many govern
ment officials, private businessmen,
and individual citizens. But as suggest
ed earlier, red tape often lies in

•
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cover and explain the anatomy of red
tape in bureaucracy. At most, the
caricature above present the phenom
ena and generate continuing interest
in the causes, not simply effects,
of red tape.

In recent years, however, govern
ment has taken to incorporating
control of red tape in its policy pro
nouncements. Thus, Letter of Instruc
tions No. 565 dated 30 June 1977,
for instance, seeks, "to reduce red
tape" in procedure involving expen
diture. Similarly, Executive Order No.
735 dated 11 September 1981, consti
tutes a committee assigned, among
others, to make "a realistic assessment
of the extent and nature, the elements
and dimensions of the -total problem
of graft, corruption, red tape and
inefficiency." 4 7

The weakness of policy at this
stage, however, lies in the fact that
definitional premises as to what
constitutes red tape are incoherent
and untidy. Unlike problems in
volving graft and corruption, the
features of red tape are still sub
jective, and it is quite easy to label
and to ascribe the minutest delays
in any government transaction
as symptomatic of red tape. The
criteria therefore are not clear there
by posing another ele~h~tin~ prob
lem for public administration at
least for the time being. The practical
problem thus is not merely to identify
the causes of red tape, but to define
what "red tape" is in specific terms
so as to give substance to a policy
which can realistically treat it. This,
however, is not a wholesome task

47 Letter of Instruction No. 565 issued
30 June 1977 and Executive Order No.
735 dated 11 September, 1981.

inasmuch as it involves going into
judgmental questions. For one, red
tape interlocks with other ills of
bureaucracy that may stem from
behavior of civil servants that bring
about excessive redundancy, over
conformity, and such other antino
mies that stand in the way of the effi
ciency. Still, control and other regula
tory policies can be examined and
rationalized based on a standpoint of
end goals and terminal values. The test
of a policy's validity lies not in its in
herent correctness, but in its work
ability, in that it temporarily dis
poses of an issue through an intelli
gent resolution of competing
claims.t" In such a setting, it becomes
imperative to mirror red tape out of
a morass of bureaucratic control
measures, singling out oppressive
requirements from legitimate ones.
This becomes quite important in that
one has to focus both on the man
agement and implemental character
of administration while at the same
time treating public organization as
expressions or instruments of social
goals.

Bureaucracy and Red Tape: The
Premise and the Promise

The challenges confronting bureau
cracy today begins with a premise
of rising expectations. While the tra
diton of Weberian bureaucracy con
tinues to endure in governmental
processes today particularly in terms
of structure and authority patterns,
much of the texture and mofit of
legalism sacredly cherished today
need to be reoriented towards a re
sponsive orientation. As it is, red tape

48 WiIliam L. Morrow, Public Adminis
tration, Politics and the Political System
(New York: Random House, 1975), p. 5.
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in bureaucracy has been a perennial
complaint of citizens. For one,
attention has been focused towards
encouraging values adhering to rigid
observance of procedural and legalistic
rules without regard to client needs
and demands. Thus, the value that
prevailed and depicted to be good
and worthwhile, or at best rewarding,
is that of conformity and obedience.
Red tape has been acknowledged as
a fixture in bureaucracy, not because
of a deliberate and malicious desire
to be inefficient, but rather because
of substantial neglect in analyzing
the factors - the externalities and
dysfunctions of policy - that comes
with it. It is in this light that bureau-

cracy today faces the challenge of
recasting its orientation from a rigid,
often mechanical, patterning of activo
ities based on the self-imposed
tyranny of rules and regulations to
values of responsivness towards client
needs and demands. By and large, the
premise" of rules and regulation must
begin with their individual merits
and inherent workability, and not
on blind adherence.

The promise of bureaucracy lies in
its ability to surmount that challenge.
And it is here, in this realm, tilat
public administration both as Do

discipline and 8.S a :;>ro;{eilsion ::nust
direct its efforts.
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